**Manager's Corner**

**5 Strategies to Support Your Employees Through a Crisis**
The Covid-19 pandemic has separated people from their workplaces, coworkers, and familiar daily routines. That's why actively fostering a sense of inclusion at work is so critical right now.

This quick read from the Harvard Business Review, [5 Strategies to Support Your Employees Through a Crisis](#), provides leaders with five ways to give employees a sense of stability, empowerment, and inclusion despite the crisis.

**LinkedIn Learning Course Spotlight**

**Improving Your Memory**
When was the last time you forgot a password? Even the most mentally fit people forget things. In this course, Paul Nowark shares memory techniques with different methods for different scenarios. Nowark, a teacher for NASA and Google, provides insight to improve memory at any age. Learn tricks to ace your next exam, remember points of your next presentation or just show off how much trivia you know!

**Facilitating Dialogue in Virtual Settings**
In a time when we are losing significant informal communication through social distancing and remote work, it is more important, now than ever, to intentionally foster communication and dialogue. Leveraging virtual technology to foster dialogue is one way we can create connections, improve relationships, and create motivation during these challenging times, because it is through communication that we create community.

If you are interested in more information on how to facilitate dialogue virtually with your team, please contact Bridgette Willis at [Bridgette.willis@usf.edu](mailto:Bridgette.willis@usf.edu).

**Adaptability – The Leadership Skill Required for COVID-19 and Beyond**

COVID-19 definitely tested our ability to embrace (or maybe not) change. What about our ability to embrace and demonstrate Adaptability. When focusing on developing your expertise as a leader, there are many characteristics which you can list off as a must-have skill for the role. What words spring to mind? Passion, perhaps? Integrity, honesty, leading change, communication…but how about adaptability? It is often left off of the list and is one of the most underrated skills a good leader can possess.